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Abstract: The design of an all-dielectric nanoantenna based on nonradiating “anapole”
modes is studied for biosensing applications in an aqueous environment, using FDTD
electromagnetic simulation. The strictly confined electromagnetic field within a circular or
rectangular opening at the center of a cylindrical silicon disk produces a single point
electromagnetic hotspot with up to 6.5x enhancement of |E|, for the 630-650 nm wavelength
range, and we can increase the value up to 25x by coupling additional electromagnetic energy
from an underlying PEC-backed substrate. We characterize the effects of the substrate design
and slot dimensions on the field enhancement magnitude, for devices operating in a water
medium.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Although typical surface-based fluorescence assays for detection of protein or nucleic acid
molecules for applications that include disease diagnostics [1], genome sequencing [2,3], and
pathogen sensing [4] are performed upon glass or plastic surfaces, a variety of nanostructured
optical surfaces have demonstrated the ability to increase detected photon output through the
mechanisms of enhanced excitation, directional emission and reduced fluorescence lifetimes
[5–9]. Such structures include plasmonic gratings, nanoantennas, and photonic crystals (PC)
[10–13], which are each capable of efficiently coupling incident light from a laser into
surface-confined resonant electric fields (enhanced excitation). PCs have been shown to be
especially advantageous because their periodic dielectric structures are comprised of materials
without loss at the critical wavelengths, and thus provide moderately high quality factor (Qfactor) resonances that generate strongly confined electric fields near the PC surface. We have
shown that PC-enhanced excitation provides >100x improvements in measured detection
limits for fluorescent emitters [14].
The use of optically resonant metallic nanostructures to control and concentrate light at
sub-diffraction limit scales is currently a well-established capability [15,16]. Surface
plasmons, generated by the collective oscillation of conduction electrons near the surface of a
metal [17,18], have been the subject of enormous interest for biological sensing applications
where a host of nanoparticle shapes, surface structures, and materials [19,20] have been
applied for coupling electromagnetic energy into molecules for purposes of label-free
biosensing [21], fluorescence enhancement [22–24], and surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) [25,26]. Plasmonic metal nanoantennas’ ability to drastically enhance the interaction
between a single quantum emitter and its surrounding photonic environment is not only
capable of luminescence enhancement, but also ultrafast emission in the picosecond range
[27,28] and directional emission control [29,30] – making them nearly ideally suited for
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ultrasensitive biodetection of single molecules. However, energy transfer to the free electrons
in the metal generates losses, which not only quench fluorescence emission, but also cause
substantial Joule heating of the antenna and its environment [31] with sufficient magnitude to
melt nanoparticles [32] and to kill cells [33,34]. Thus, plasmonic nanoantennas face
fundamental limitations for applications that require moderate temperatures [35] (such as
biosensing of proteins, nucleic acids, and small molecules) and high excitation powers [36]
desired for fluorescence excitation.
Nanoantennas capture illumination from a source in the far field and compress its optical
energy into volumes smaller than the diffraction limit [37–39]. The strong local
electromagnetic field enhancements (called “hotspots”) enable a wide range of useful
applications, such as SERS [40], surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) [41–45],
spontaneous emission enhancement [46], photohermal biosensing [47], nonlinear
nanophotonics [48,49], and nanolasing [50,51]. To achieve large enhancement of the hotspot
localized power, which scales with the square of the magnitude of the electric field |E|2, a
wide variety of approaches have been reported, including manipulation of the antenna’s
physical dimensions and materials to tune the resonant wavelength [44,52], using low-loss
materials [53,54], impedance matching the input excitation to the nanoantenna [55], and
engineering Fano resonances [43,56,57]. To achieve the smallest hotspot volumes and the
largest field enhancement factors, plasmonic metal dimer structures have been the most
widely studied approach, in which reduced gap size between adjacent metal nanostructures
generates the greatest amplification factor [58,59]. When entering the sub-nanometer gap
regime, however, it has recently been recently shown that quantum mechanical effects such as
nonlocality and electron tunneling stop the hotspot intensity from further increasing
monotonically [60–62], and the regime in which biological molecules such as proteins or
nucleic acids, no longer fit into the hotspot volume. Thus, to further boost hotspot intensity
within a nanoantenna, using designs that do not induce heating of biomolecules, new
strategies are needed.
Recently, dielectric nanoantennas comprised of spheres, cylinders, or nanogap dimers of
Si, Ge, TiO2, and GaP have been demonstrated as effective alternatives to plasmonic metal
antennas [35,63–65]. While the selected materials have little or no loss in the visible or near
IR wavelength bands, the dielectric nanoantenna structures support spectral (Mie) resonances
that can enhance local near-field electromagnetic intensity [66,67]. Importantly, the dielectric
nanoantennas operate through a fundamentally different physical phenomenon from dielectric
microresonators (such as PCs or whispering gallery mode structures) that use high quality
(Q)-factors to generate field enhancement. Dielectric nanoantennas use small modal volumes
with low Q-factors, which provide a broad spectral range for coupling [68]. Furthermore,
while metal nanoparticles feature only electric field resonant modes, dielectric nanoantennas
have both electric and magnetic modes with similar magnitudes [69–71], and thus offer novel
opportunities to engineer the light scattering, radiative decay constants of emitters [35,72],
control of directional light emission [73,74], and enhancement of the Raman scattering
process. Recent theoretical treatments [75] and experimental demonstrations of Si and GaP
dielectric nanoantennas clearly prove their capabilities for low heat conversion [63,64],
fluorescence lifetime reduction [35], fluorophore emission enhancement (up to 3600x)
[35,65], and SERS enhancement [64].
Our recent work that experimentally demonstrates hybrid coupling between PC moderate
Q-factor “micro” cavities and nanoantennas on a PC surface opens opportunities to increase
available electromagnetic enhancement factors by additional orders of magnitude, while
providing imaging detection instrumentation methods that are capable of measuring the
output of many nanoantennas in parallel. Integrating nanoantennas with complementary
photonic building blocks, such as evanescent diffraction orders [44,76,77], plasmonic crystals
[54], photonic crystals [78] and Fabry−Pérot (FP) cavities [45,79,80] can combine the
advantages of both deep-subwavelength field localization and extended storage of
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electromagnetic energy. The nanoantenna-cavity hybrid approach has been shown [81] to
boost hotspot intensity up to one order of magnitude, compared to excitation of a solitary
nanoantenna that is simply illuminated with a laser in the far field, and therefore can generate
more efficient light-matter interactions. Thus, we consider the integration of anapole mode
resonators with an external structure to obtain field enhancements greater than achievable
with an anapole nanoantenna alone.
Anapoles represent a class of antenna structures that support electric and toroidal dipole
moments that result in destructive interference of radiation fields, which is observable in the
far field as a pronounced dip in the scattered spectrum at a specific wavelength [82]. While
anapoles have been the subject of intense research interest and have been studied using
structures that operate in the microwave spectrum [83], recently anapole nanoantennas have
been reported at optical frequencies [84] using silicon nanodisks fabricated upon quartz
substrates [85].
For a full explanation of anapole nanoantenna physics at optical frequencies, the reader is
referred to [85,86]. Briefly, an anapole mode occurs when an electric dipole and a toroidal
dipole can be accommodated in the same structure, so that the respective radiation patterns of
the electric and toroidal dipole modes can destructively interfere, leading to total scattering
cancellation in the far field, with non-zero near-field excitation. For biosensing applications,
anapole dielectric nanoantennas are interesting for several reasons: 1. The anapole mode
generates a highly concentrated electromagnetic near-field in the center of the structure, 2.
The electric fields associated with the mode are confined within the nanoantenna itself,
without extending strongly into the surrounding media or to neighboring nanoantennas. 3.
The structure is simple to fabricate using well-characterized materials. 4. The anapole
wavelength is easily measured by observing the far field scattered spectrum of white light
from each individual structure. 5. The anapole mode can be easily excited by external plane
wave illumination. 6. As an all-dielectric structure, anapole nanoantennas will not suffer the
effects of optical loss and heating that are common to all metal-based plasmonic structures.
To our knowledge, anapole dielectric nanoantenna structures have not been previously
considered for biosensing applications. To enable the structure to serve effectively for
biodetection, we propose a modification to the silicon nanodisk described in [85] to
incorporate a nanohole or nanoslot opening at the disk center [87,88], to coincide with the
location of the electric field node of the anapole mode. The hole is a small perturbation to the
overall structure, representing a precisely-defined location where light-biomaterial interaction
can occur for exciting fluorescent reporters. Further, by fabricating the anapole mode
resonator over a dielectric thin film of defined thickness on top of a metal back-reflector, we
may take advantage of the hybrid coupling effect to achieve even greater field enhancements.
Here, we consider the design of an anapole mode nanoantenna in the context of enhancing
localized electromagnetic field intensity for the purpose of enhanced excitation of photon
emitters. Our analysis does not consider independent enhancement mechanisms that may also
occur due to the Purcell effect or due to enhanced collection efficiency into light collection
optics, whose effects are known to multiply with enhanced excitation [89,90].
2. Device structure
While anapole mode structures have been described in a variety of configurations [91–94],
here we focus specifically on the design, optimization, and achievable field enhancement
performance for biosensing applications, where the device surface would be covered in
aqueous media, and the enhanced fields are used to excite fluorescent dye molecules attached
to biomolecules (such as nucleic acids or proteins), with excitation wavelengths in the visible
spectrum. We also choose materials that are readily available for manufacturable
microfabrication and dimensions that are within the capabilities of lithography approaches
used in silicon integrated circuit manufacturing. Thus, we anticipate a structure that could be
produced uniformly with reproducibility in a conventional integrated circuit foundry.
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The devicce structure, sh
hown in Fig. 1, is a cylindriccal silicon diskk (diameter d, height h)
with a central opening com
mprised of eitheer a circular hhole (diameter l) or a rectanggular slot
dth w) on top of
o a glass subsstrate, and coveered by water.. Optionally, thhe silicon
(length l, wid
cylinder can be fabricated on a glass (S
SiO2) thin film
m (thickness t)) over a metalllic backg
or a theorretically-defineed perfect elecctrical conductoor (PEC).
reflector film comprised of gold,

Fig. 1.
1 (a) Schematic diagram
d
of the anaapole mode nanoaantenna, comprisedd of a silicon diskk
with a circular hole prov
vided in the centerr location in whichh maximum electrric field magnitudee
occurss fabricated upon a glass substrate, (b)
( extension of thhe circular hole to fform a rectangularr
slot, and
a (c) Anapole mode
m
nanoantenna with a slot providded in the center oon a mirror backedd
dielecctric thin film of SiiO2, fabricated upo
on a glass substratee.

3. Simulatio
on parameterrs
The Finite Difference
D
Tim
me Domain (FDTD) technnique was useed for electroomagnetic
simulation off the device usiing a commercially available software packkage (Lumericaal). Fixed
dex values for water (n = 1.33) and SiO2 (n = 1.4565)) were used, w
while the
refractive ind
wavelength-d
dependent real and imaginary
y values for thhe dielectric coonstants for Si and Au
were utilized from Palik and
d Johnson-Chrristy respectiveely [95,96], witth values definned in the
kage. The silico
on disk has a diameter
d
of d = 310nm and a height of h = 50nm. A
software pack
z-polarized total-field
t
scatttered-field (T
TFSF) source along the xx-direction andd at the
wavelength raange of λ = 500-700nm illu
uminates the sttructure insidee a perfect maatch layer
(PML) bound
dary conditionss. The disk enh
hancement of th
the electric fielld magnitude in the slot
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is calculated,, compared to
o the illuminatting electric ffield intensity of E0 = 1 V
V/m. The
scattering cross section is deefined as σ sc = (1/ I 0 )  (n.S sc )ds and its loocal minimum iis used as
f
of thhe anapole modde. The integraal is taken
a criterion forr determining the resonance frequency
over the closeed surface of the
t disk in wh
hich n shows the normal veector pointing outwards
from the surfface, S sc is thee scattered poy
ynting vector, and I 0 is the incident intennsity. It is
realized by ussing six monittors encompasssing the TFSF source in the software packkage. The
100nm thickn
ness of the Au layer was seleccted to be greaater than the skkin depth to ennsure total
reflectivity.
4. Results
Figure 2 sho
ows the scatterring cross secction and the electric field distribution innside the
baseline anap
pole mode struccture covered with
w water meedia. The confiined electric field at the
center of the disk shows th
he capability of the structuree for efficient electromagnetiic energy
coupling when an opening is incorporated into the centerr.

Fig. 2.
2 (a) Scattering crross section of the solid silicon diskk on a glass substrrate surrounded byy
water as a function of incident waveleng
gth for an incidennt plane wave illum
mination from thee
top, (b
b) electric field disstribution at the su
urface and cross seection through thee center of the diskk
(Top view
v
and Side view
w)

The effecct of a nanosccale hole opeening on fieldd enhancemennt is shown inn Fig. 3.
Considering the diameter of protein or nucleic acid biomolecules, the hole diaameter is
5 - 20nm. Thee hole diameteer has only a small effect upon the
explored in a range of 2.5
resonance wavelength, altthough its sizze can be addjusted to m
maximize electtric field
enhancement..
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Fig. 3.
3 (a) Electric field
d distribution at the
t surface and crross section througgh the center of a
hole-iinside disk which is placed on a glass substrate andd surrounded by w
water for the holee
diameeter of 10nm and an incident plane wave illuminatioon from the top (T
Top view and sidee
view), (b) maximum enhancement factor inside the hole verrsus the hole diam
meter.

Hole elong
gation in the y-direction
y
willl cut more currrent paths and can further inccrease the
enhancement factor, but at
a the expensee of enlargingg the cavity vvolume. The effect of
elongating thee slot upon the scattered specctrum and the eenhancement ffactor is shownn in Fig. 4
by converting
g the circular ho
ole into a rounded rectangulaar slot.

Fig. 4.
4 (a) Scattering cross section, an
nd (b) maximum enhancement facctor variation forr
differeent slot lengths att the fixed slot width of 10nm for tthe slotted disk onn a glass substratee
and su
urrounded by wateer under an inciden
nt plane wave illuumination from thee top, electric fieldd
distrib
bution at the (c) su
urface, and (d) crosss section for the ooptimized slot lenggth of 130nm.

When fixing the slot width
w
to 10nm
m, variation off the slot lengtth shifts the rresonance
a
changes the
t enhancemeent factor. Thhe electric fieeld distributionn for the
wavelength and
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optimized vallue of the slot length is also shown at the surface and crross section off the disk.
The slot lengtth that producees the greatest |E| enhancemeent occurs when the slot fitss between
the electric field minima. While
W
a slotted disk structuree has been inveestigated previiously for
ment [88], the modeled struccture was a diskk suspended inn free space, whhich does
field enhancem
not consider the
t effects of th
he anapole’s in
nteraction withh higher refracttive index surrroundings
that include a substrate su
upport and liqu
uid media, whhich have the effect of reduucing the
maximally acchievable field enhancement.. Figure 5 shoows the effect of the media rrefractive
index on ressonant wavelen
ngth and field
d enhancemennt, where a 11.3x reductionn in field
enhancement occurs when substituting air for water onn top of the deevice. The elecctric field
he disk by inccreasing the reefractive indices of the
will no longeer remain conffined inside th
medium, resu
ulting in the Q--factor and thee electric field becoming smaaller when thee index of
the surroundin
ng medium inccreases.

Fig. 5.
5 (a) Scattering cross
c
section, and
d (b) maximum ennhancement factoor variation of thee
slotted
d disk on a glass substrate
s
and surrounded by the envvironments with ddifferent refractivee
indicees.

An efficieent substrate deesign can signifficantly rectifyy the field reduction, by usingg a hybrid
strategy to in
ncrease the en
nergy coupling
g to the anapoole mode struccture. Hybrid resonator
systems have been utilized effectively in previous reseaarch. For exam
mple, in a hybriid system
noparticle and metallic film [97], the neaar-field enhanccement is
consisting off a silicon nan
t interaction
n of the electrric and magneetic dipole resonance modees of the
ascribed to the
dielectric nan
noparticle with
h the metal film.
f
The hybbrid resonancee in a dielecttric-metal
resonator rep
ported in [98] has been utiilized effectivvely to squeezze the field innside the
structure. Thee field enhanceement of the afo
foresaid hybridd structures is aachieved at the interface
of the nanoparticle and thee metal film, which is requuired for a preecisely sized m
molecular
ys of dielectricc nanoparticless on dielectricc-based substraates have
spacer layer. Periodic array
monstrated for field
f
enhancem
ment [99,100].
also been dem
An effectiive substrate design
d
can be made
m
by consiidering the connstitutive moddes of the
anapole mode and employ
ying a method
d for affectingg these modess. The radiatioon of the
TD), which arre the two com
mponents of thee anapole
electric dipolee (ED) and torroidal dipole (T
mode, is drasttically altered when they gett close to the suurface of a sim
mple electric m
mirror that
can change th
he scattering leevel and energy
y coupling to tthe structure. T
The 2x enhanccement of
the electric fiield at a quarteer wavelength distance of thhe mirror is sim
mply a conseqquence of
constructive interference bettween the incid
dent and refleccted waves, whhich increases tthe stored
p
of the an
napole mode.
energy at the plane
Furthermo
ore, it can be shown that by
y decreasing tthe layer thickkness beyond a quarter
wavelength, a greater Q-facttor can be achiieved for the hyybrid system, w
which in turn iis capable
of further enh
hancing the eleectromagnetic field in the annapole structuree. This high Q
Q-factor is
obtained under the conditio
ons for which
h scattering is minimized annd the anapolee mode’s
w the metal of the underlyying mirror. A
At shorter
electromagnettic field does not intersect with
wavelengths, the higher reso
onance frequen
ncy and the scaattering cancelation of the ED
D and TD
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modes adjaceent to the mirro
or keeps the Q-factor at a higgh level, whereas the mode ddistortion
inside the disk reduces the storage energy and preveents further fiield enhancem
ment. The
a
mode on a mirror-baacked substratte in comparison to the
enhanced Q-ffactor of the anapole
poor Q-factorr of the singlee silicon disk is responsiblee for the greatter enhancemeent of the
electric field magnitude. Th
he required th
hickness for obbtaining the hhighest Q-factoor can be
he metal with a layer of low index dielectriic material.
easily achieveed by coating th
The mirro
or-backed slotteed disk is illusttrated in Fig. 11(c). A layer off SiO2 betweenn the disk
and mirror prrovides the 180
0 degree phasee shift of the eelectric field uppon reflection from the
mirror to reacch a phase coheerency in the slot
s position. T
The SiO2 thicknness can be adjjusted for
achieving thee optimized fieeld enhancemen
nt through thee Q-factor increment. We devvelop the
concept by using
u
the perrfect electric conductor (P
PEC) as the uunderlying metal, and
subsequently can model the effects using the
t dielectric pparameters of ggold.
The waveelength and fieeld enhancemeent variation oobtained by chhanging the SiO2 layer
thickness is sh
hown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.
6 (a) Scattering cross
c
section, and (b) field distributtion along the x-ddirection going upp
throug
gh the center of th
he slotted disk on a PEC mirror for ddifferent thicknesss of the SiO2 layerr
and un
nder incident plan
ne wave illuminatio
on from the top sidde, (c) top and crooss section view off
the ellectric field distrib
bution inside the slotted
s
disk at thee optimized SiO2 layer thickness off
40nm.

The resonance waveleng
gth of the anapole mode is shhifted by the meetal, and it retuurns to its
b increasing th
he SiO2 layer th
hickness. Scatttering reduction at the lower thickness
initial value by
of the SiO2 layer
l
is ascrib
bed to the scaattering cancellation of the aanapole modee at these
thicknesses. As
A expected, 2x magnificaation of |E| occcurs when thhe SiO2 is λ//4 of the
illumination wavelength
w
du
ue to the phasee compensatioon. The greaterr enhanced fieeld at the
thickness of 40nm
4
is due to
o the higher Q--factor which iis obtained at tthis thickness. The total
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stored energy
y inside the dissk (calculated by
b Comsol sofftware packagee) and the Q-faactor as a
function of SiiO2 layer thickn
ness is shown in
i Fig. 7. The hhighest value ffor stored energgy occurs
for a SiO2 thiickness of 40n
nm. However, 20nm SiO2 thiickness correspponds to the m
maximum
Q-factor due to
t the higher reesonance frequ
uency and loweer radiation lossses of the slottted disk.

Fig. 7.
7 (a) The total (Ellectric + Magneticc) stored energy innside and nearby tthe slotted disk onn
PEC-b
backed substrate, (b)
( the estimated Q-factor
Q
of the struucture at different SiO2 thicknesses.

The Q-facctor is estimateed by fitting a quadratic curvve to the energgy spectrum [1101]. The
Q-factors obtaained for all th
hicknesses of SiO
S 2 gap layer aare greater thann the Q-factor,, Q = 8.5,
of the single slotted disk wiithout a substrate. Radiation cancelation off the mode at tthe lower
t Q-factor; however
h
tryingg for further sccattering canceelation by
SiO2 thicknessses increases the
further reduccing the distaance between the nanodiskk and the miirror distorts the field
distribution on
o the bottom side
s
of the nan
nodisk, which results in biassing the position of the
anapole modee toward the up
pper side of th
he disk. We finnd that the resuulting mode disstribution
reduces the sttored energy an
nd, as a conseq
quence, the enhhancement facctor. The field rreduction
of the single slotted
s
disk at thinner
t
thickneesses in Fig. 8 provides evideence for this cllaim. The
electric field distortion
d
insid
de the disk is evident
e
from Fiig. 9 for the thinner thicknessses of the
SiO2 layer.

Fig. 8.
8 The maximum enhancement
e
facto
or at the center off the slotted disk placed on a glasss
substrrate and surroundeed by water for diffferent disk thickneesses.
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Fig. 9.
9 Electric field disstribution at the lo
ower side of the sllotted disk placed on a PEC-backedd
substrrate under a planee wave illuminatio
on from the top fo
for different SiO2 thicknesses of (a))
40nm, (b) 20nm, and (c)
( 10nm. The Figs are from comssol software packkage to enable thee
vectorr and intensity illu
ustration at the sam
me time.

We show that maximum
m field enhan
ncement of 255x can be achiieved for a SiO2 layer
h the SiO2 layyer that proviides the greateest stored
thickness of 40nm, which coincides with
g the PEC for the
t reflective layer
l
ensures uus that the enhhancement is noot caused
energy. Using
by surface plaasmon polarito
ons. The scatteering and enhaancement property of the struucture by
replacing the PEC with a 10
00nm thin layeer of Au is shoown in Fig. 100, which shows that the
nt value is a biit lower than thhe PEC case, ddue to the goldd’s optical
maximum fielld enhancemen
loss. Also, th
he required thicckness of SiO2 for doubled enhancement and critical cooupling is
30nm lower than
t
when a PE
EC layer is co
onsidered due tto the differennt phase referennce plane
between PEC
C and the gold
d mirror. The phase
p
referencce plane of thee PEC is exacctly at its
surface, whilee it is located slightly
s
inside the
t metal for thhe gold mirrorr. The penetration depth
( δ ) of the go
old at a defineed wavelength specifies the llocation of thee phase referennce plane.
At the operatting wavelengtth of our desig
gned structure,, δ is calculaated as 30nm, which is
equal to the difference
d
betw
ween the optimaal SiO2 thickneess between thhe PEC and golld mirror.
Figure 11 sho
ows the validity
y of this claim. The electric ffield distributioon inside the S
SiO2 layer
on top of the PEC and gold
d mirror reachees its maximum
m at the thicknness value diffference of
y 30nm.
approximately
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Fig. 10.
1 (a) Scattering cross section, and
d (b) field distribuution along the x-ddirection going upp
throug
gh the center of th
he slotted disk on a gold mirror for ddifferent thicknesss of the SiO2 layerr
and un
nder incident plan
ne wave illuminatio
on from the top sidde, (c) top and crooss section view off
the ellectric field distrib
bution inside the slotted
s
disk at thee optimized SiO2 layer thickness off
12nm.

Fig. 11.
1 Electric field linear distribution
n along the SiO2 layer on top of tthe PEC and goldd
mirrorrs.

5. Discussio
on
We consider the utilization
n of the anapo
ole mode nanooantenna struccture in the coontext of
exciting fluorrescent emitterss used to labell nucleic acid aand protein bioomolecular inteeractions.
The opening in
i the center of the anapole mode
m
disk struucture is designned to be approoximately
the same sizee as a single biomolecule,
b
so
s that one m
molecule locateed within the hole will
experience grreater excitatio
on intensity thaan any molecuule in the surroounding liquid media or
attached to an
ny location ou
utside the holee. Thus, whenn the entire suurface that conntains the
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structure is illuminated with a normal-incidence plane wave with a magnitude of 1 V/m, an
emitter inside the electromagnetic hotspot will emit photons with a scaling factor that
multiplies with the power associated with the electromagnetic field. Thus, fluorophore
excitation enhancement will scale with the square of the electric field magnitude
enhancements predicted in Fig. 10 generating up to 480 gains. Further gains in hotspotassociated emission intensity may also be achieved through the mechanism of Purcell
enhancement, in which the fluorescent lifetime of emitters is reduced when they are located
within an optical resonator [88]. Through this mechanism, a single fluorescent emitter may be
“recycled” more quickly through its transition from the excited state to the ground state, and
thus more photons/fluorophore are observed in the far field. Finally, emitted photons
originating from the center of the anapole mode will be directed outward by the dispersion of
the nanoantenna, providing an opportunity for a further “enhanced extraction” effect. Due to
the presence of the underlying mirror, emitted photons in the downward direction will have
the opportunity to back-reflect to the optics that gather the fluorescent signal (such as a
microscope objective). Enhanced extraction effects are a combined function of the spatial
distributions of photons originating in the anapole mode center and the numerical aperture of
the light collection optics [102], and thus must be considered separately from enhancement of
photon excitation due to hotspot electric field intensity.
Because the effects of these enhancement mechanisms are multiplicative, we believe that
the structure presented here is promising for enhanced fluorescence single-molecule
biosensing applications with very substantial overall enhancement for emitters located within
the well-defined hotspot volume, where the volumes shown here range from 0.001 – 0.065 fL.
2
The overall enhancement is calculated using the expression Fp × ( E / E0 ) × GEx , where Fp
represents the Purcell factor and GEx represents the gain from enhanced efficiency of
extraction of emitted photons from the hotspot into the numerical aperture of light collection
optics positioned above the device. For example [88], reports Purcell enhancements of 550x
and 740x at two different wavelengths for a perfect dipole emitter in an anapole structure. For
the water-immersed structures reported here, we estimate a potential Purcell factor value of
Fp = 210 x , calculated as the ratio of energy dissipation rates of an electric dipole P / P0
[103]. This value is derived from the FDTD software package that offers a methodology for
estimating Purcell enhancements [92] in which the structure is excited with a y-polarized
dipole placed inside the hotspot of the disk. As an initial estimate of the GEx available from
enhanced extraction effects [104], reports a 20-30x enhanced collection of emission from a
dipole upon a PEC backed substrate with a 0.1-1 numerical aperture objective. Therefore, the
prospects for achieving overall gains for fluorescent emitters within the anapole mode
nanoantenna of Fp × ( E / E0 ) × GEx = ( 210 ) × ( 480 ) × ( 25 ) = 2,520, 000 would appear to be
2

feasible, and is motivating for experimental realization and testing of the simulated structures
reported in this work.
A representative metal-based structure with similar hotspot volume is the subwavelength
aperture zero mode waveguides (ZMWs), comprised of a circular hole in an aluminum thin
film to provide observation volumes in the zeptoliter range. The small volume of confinement
allows for single molecule characterization and further optical application including real-time
imaging of protein-protein interactions, real-time observation of enzymatic activity, and
single molecule DNA sequencing [105–109], but does not offer the opportunity for resonant
field enhancement, except by some considerations [110,111].
We envision applications for the structure in which an array of anapole mode
nanoantennas may be prepared with individual capturing molecules located within each
central hole, and illuminated by an external excitation source while biomolecules in the liquid
media bind/unbind to the molecules in the hotspots. Due to the enhancements afforded to
fluorophores captured within the hotspot, biomolecular events occurring there may be
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observed with high signal-to-noise, representing the emissions from single fluorophores
associated with single molecules. Observation of the rates of biomolecule capture/release and
fluorophore emission wavelength will enable measurement of single biomolecule binding
dynamics and processes that include conformation change and association/dissociation. It is
also possible to envision structures in which a pore is included inside the substrate of the
anapole mode nanoantenna, exactly beneath of its embedded hole, so that molecules may be
rapidly excited while they flow through the structure.
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